
 

SCRA Executive Committee July 2018 Meeting 
MINUTES 

Date: July 16, 2018                           Time: 1pm to 2:30pm CST                                                  Location: conference call 

Attendance  Present Absent 
Yolanda Suarez-Balcazar (President) X  
Susan McMahon (Past President) X  
Brad Olson (President Elect) X  
Susan Torres Harding (Incoming President Elect) X  
Jim Emshoff (Treasurer) X  
Jim Cook (Incoming Treasurer)  X  
Elizabeth Thomas (Secretary) X  
Dina Birman (Representative to Council) X  
Melissa Strompolis (Member at Large (Membership & Awards)) X  
Carolyn Joyce Tompsett (Member at Large (APA)) X  
Noe Chavez (Member at Large (Membership & Awards) X  
Scot Evans (Regional Network Coordinator) X  
Jesica Siham Fernández (Representative from CERA) X  
Erin Godly-Reynolds (Student Representative) X  
Jaimelee Behrendt-Mihalski (Student Representative) X  
Laura Kohn-Woods (Chair of the Council of Education Programs) X  
Simon Coulombe (Incoming Council of Education Programs  X  
Nicole Freund (Representative from Practice Council) X  
Chris Keys (Representative from Research Council) X  
Anne Bogat (Chair, Publications Committee)  X 
Nicole Allen (Editor, AJCP) X  
Susan Wolfe (Editor, TCP) X  
Jean Hill (Executive Director) X  
   

Agenda 
 
1. Roll Call (Elizabeth) 
 
2. Approval of May 2018 EC Minutes (Elizabeth)  
 
In favor: 21 
Opposed: 0 
Abstained: 1 



 
3. Welcome and introduction of new members (Yolanda) 
 
Yolanda welcomed Susan Torres Harding, Jim Cook, Noe Chavez, and Simon Coulombe. 
 
4. Innovation Grant Proposal (Yolanda) 
 
The EC discussed the innovation grant proposal circulated in advance of the meeting. EC members voiced 
support for the proposal, and asked questions. A request was made to clarify the page number limits for 
the grant application. A question was asked about whether this grant will replace funds that councils and 
committees have applied for in the past. Yolanda and Jim suggested that this initiative will not replace 
traditional routes for funding, yet it responds to a need identified by the EC for new ideas and new forms 
of collaboration to achieve strategic goals. It also responds to calls for increased focus on evaluation.  
 
Discussion also focused on the composition of the review committee. Yolanda will work with the 
presidential stream on finalizing the composition of the review committee, which will make 
recommendations to the full EC in advance of the 2019 midwinter meeting.  
 
The EC unanimously approved the proposal with suggested edits.  
 
In favor: 22 
Opposed: 0 
Abstained: 0 
 
5. Research Fellowship Proposal (Chris) 
 
Chris led a discussion of the revised proposal that was sent to the EC in advance of the meeting. The goal 
of the fellowship is to nurture a healthy cohort of active researchers to continue to develop and sustain 
graduate programs and research in the field. It will launch in Fall 2018.  
 
Discussion focused on how to honor mentors. The plan is to waive 2 years of SCRA dues and provide a 
biennial registration that could be used for the mentor, or for a student or partner. Susan W. suggested we 
publicize this in the TCP and that the research council should have a regular column in the TCP.  
 
EC members asked about how mentors would be selected. Chris suggested that recruiting will be based on 
specific interests in a matching process that would include collaboration between the fellow and the 
research council. An EC member suggested that mentors may need to support candidates in developing 
T&P materials. Another EC member suggested that we consider the scope of the fellow program and that 
future fellowship programs be directed toward nonacademic researchers.  
 
The EC unanimously approved the proposal.  
 
In favor: 22 
Opposed: 0 
Abstained: 0 
 
 
 



6. AJCP Report and New Wiley Contract (Nicole) 
 
Nicole reported that the impact factor for AJCP continues to rise. She noted that Wiley has asked us to 
consider a new digital format for AJCP, and we will likely see some visual changes over the next year. 
SCRA has finalized a new contract with Wiley through 2025. Our guaranteed minimum for annual royalty 
payments to SCRA will decrease.  
 
The EC discussed budget implications of the new contract. Susan M. suggested that we communicate with 
our members the positive news about the contract extension and set expectations about likely reduced 
budgets and funding for initiatives in the coming years. Susan W. suggested that we ask members about 
funding priorities, and Carolyn shared that a member survey is almost ready that will speak to these 
questions about member priorities. Chris suggested that we look at increasing funding streams as well. 
Brad suggested that we examine the reserve that provides our investment revenues and learn more about 
the process of creating the reserve fund that now supports our annual operating budget.  
 
7. Treasurer Report (Jim E.) 
 
Jim reported that the transition process in going well and that the investment committee is working 
effectively. Jim is working with them to develop new ways to invest socially responsibly, looking at metrics 
to rate companies and invest in line with our values more fully.  
 
Yolanda thanked Jim for his outstanding work as Treasurer.  
 
8. Financial Planning Committee (Jaimelee) 
 
Jaimelee provided an update on the work of the committee, which has a new name: The Evaluation and 
Financial Planning Committee. The name better reflects the work of the committee to evaluate the SCRA 
budget and provide recommendations. Updated bylaws and P&P language have been sent to Jean, who 
will share them with the presidential stream for review.  
 
9. Reminders and Updates  
 
 a) Biennial 2019 (Brad) 
 
Brad had to leave the meeting, so we will get an update at the next meeting.  
 
            b) APA Program (Carolyn) 
 
Carolyn reported that the program is complete, and they are looking forward to the meeting in August. 
 
            c) E-newsletter (Jean) 
 
Jean noted that the 2nd issue has been published, and it looks successful in terms of use. She asked EC 
member to forward articles to increase visibility and impact.  
 
          
 
 



 

             d) Mini-grants task force (Jean) 
 
A final common form to report out from all mini-grants has been developed. The task force will complete 
its work and share materials in the next couple of months. 
             
             e) SCRA Annual Report (Jean) 
 
The annual report will be completed and distributed in the next few weeks.  
 
             f) TCP (Susan W.) 
 
The summer issue has been finalized and should be available this coming week. The plan moving forward 
is to take the publishing in house to save money and editorial effort.  
 
10. Farewell to members rotating off the EC 
 
The EC thanks Susan M. for generously sharing her extraordinary talents and time with SCRA as 
President Elect, President, and Past President. Thanks also to Jim Emshoff., Chiara Sabina, Laura Kohn-
Woods, and Jaimelee Behrendt-Mihalski for their excellent work on the EC. A round of cheers and 
applause!   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


